In order to avoid the overproduction of magnetic monopoles in the early Universe, we investigate how monopoles evolve in the Big Bang Universe for arbitrary mass of monopoles and the arbitrary initial abundance. First, we calculate pair annihilation of monopoles by taking into account the entropy production due to the annihilations. Second, we investigate the formation of monopole stars and black holes due to gravitational clumping of monopoles. In particular, we take into account the entropy and baryon number generation by black hole evaporation. It is shown, however, that the burning of monopole stars or the evaporation of black holes cannot dilute the monopole abundance sufficiently without conflicts with present baryon/ entropy ratio and primordial nucleosynthesis regardless of monopole mass. § 1. Introduction
It was shown that GUTs (Grand Unified Theories), which unify strong and electroweak interactions, allow the existence of magnetic monopoles under very general conditions. Moreover,· it has been argued that current GUTs predict that monopoles are overproduced by many orders of magnitude in the very early Universe compared with the upper limit of observations: 1 
>.
2 > Preski11° showed that for monopoles with standard mass of order 10 16 GeV, the monopole/ entropy ratio, nM/5, can never be reduced to less than 10-10 by pair annihilations of monopoles and antimonopoles, unless the initial value is less than this value. On the other hand, for monopoles with the mass of 10 16 GeV, the ratio must be smaller than 10-24 , nM/ S ::S 10-2 \ from the constraint that the mass density due to monopoles must not exceed the limit on the mass density of the Universe imposed by the observed Hubble constant and deceleration parameter.
In order to avoid this overproduction, various ideas were proposed such as cosmic models with the first-order phase transition, 3 > monopole confinement similar to quarks in a hadron, 4 > and the change of breaking pattern of gauge symmetry. s> Moreover, Goldman et al.
6
> investigated gravitational clumping of monopoles with the mass of 10 16 GeV and showed that no consistent scenario can be constructed for sufficient annihilation due to gravitational clumping.
However, the monopole mass predicted by standard GUTs, ~10 16 GeV, is not proved experimentally. (At present, a simple model, minimal SU(5), which predicts the mass of order 10
16 GeV, seems inconsistent with experiments of proton decay, because it predicts shorter lifetime than the lower limit obtained from experiments.7l) Generally, monopole mass is related to the energy scale at which a unified gauge group is broken to a subgroup including a U ( 1) factor. Different models of the unification predict different unification scales. For example, the Pati-Salam model, 8 > in which the energy scale of unification is much lower than current models, predicts that monopole mass is of order 10 6 GeV. On the other hand, various kinds of supersymmetric GUTs by the multiple breaking pattern of gauge symmetry, distinguish the energy scale when U(l) appears from the grand unification scale (constrained by experiments of proton decay). At present, we should think that monopole mass is unknown.
In the present work, therefore, we take monopole mass, m, as a free parameter. We assume that monopoles are produced when the cosmic temperature drops to m, and also take the initial monopole/ entropy ratio, c; = ( nM/ S );, as a free parameter, because precise estimate of the number density of monopoles created by the phase transition is unknown. It is obvious that the estimate imposed from the particle horizon gives a lower limit simply, and monopoles are created more abundantly in practice.
In § 2, pair annihilations of monopoles before their clumping are investigated by taking into account the entropy production due to pair annihilation. In § 3, we deal with the growth of fluctuations in the monopole-dominated Universe and the successive formation of monopole stars or black holes. The burning of monopole stars and the evaporation of black holes are investigated. After the above calculation, the results are compared with observations. In § 4, the conclusion and some remarks are given. § On the other hand, if T is lower than Td, then ac is smaller than 1\ and free monopole annihilation due to bremsstrahlung can be considered.
The time-evolution of monopole number density, nM, and radiation energy density,
, where N is the statistical weight of particles], is described as
where D is the coefficient which characterizes the annihilation process. Equations ( 2) and (3) are solved in combination with the equation of the cosmic scale factor, R,
We employ units such as c=h=ka=l and the Planck mass mp=G-
where E is defined as the monopole/ entropy ratio
In the diffusion approximation, D is given by 0 · 
where the suffix 0 denotes an "initial" value and
T c 8m 3B B (8) and (9) In Fig. 1 , the subsequent evolutions after the formation of monopoles at T = m are described for four initial cases (Q), @, ® and @). In case CD, initial abundance of monopoles is so small that the annihilations are negligible. In case @, the annihilations are not effective initially. But after the cosmic temperature drops to BE;, the annihilations are balanced with the cosmic expansion and E decreases as E ~ T/ B. The diffusion approximation becomes invalid when the temperature drops to Td and then monopole /entropy ratio is given by "Preskill limit"
In case ®, initial abundance is so large that monopoles annihilate very effectively and E becomes T/B immediately. Subsequently the Universe evolves in the same way as case @. In case@, more abundant than case®, the energy release due to monopole annihilation overcomes the dilution of thermal energy by the cosmic expansion and the cosmic temperature increases. Such period is, however, short and subsequently the Universe 1027 evolves in the same way as cases @ and @. In all the cases, at the stage when the diffusion approximation is valid, i.e., T > Td, the Universe always remains radiationdominant.
When the cosmic temperature drops to Td, a possible process for monopole annihilation is bremsstrahlung. In this process, the coefficient D is given by 11 ' 21 (11)
As shown by Preskill,ll however, this process is negligible compared with the cosmic expansion. Therefore, the monopole/ entropy ratio, E, can be regarded as a constant after the cosmic temperature drops to Td. The result of the above calculation shows that the annihilation process without gravitational clumping only reduces the monopole fraction, E, to the Preskill limit Ep (unless initial fraction, E;, is smaller than Ep). On the other hand, observations of the energy density of the Universe give the cosmological constraint, (12) Therefore, if monopole mass, m, is smaller than 6 X 10-11 mp, then the Preskill limit, Ep, satisfies the cosmological constraint and the monopole overproduction can be avoided. On the other hand, if m is greater than 6Xl0-11 mp, then Ep does not satisfy the cos-mological constraint and the overproduction problem of monopoles remains. Finally, the dilution of baryon number by the entropy production due to the annihilations of monopoles is negligible, even if baryon number is not generated after T = m.
Because, the time-evolution of baryon fraction, £B = ns/ S, can be solved and £s is approximately given by _ §J___:::::
The quantitative estimate of the r.h.s. of Eq. (13) gives the lower limit as follows:
£s( T= Td) <:0. 87 . £s(T=m) § 3. The effect of gravitational clumping
As the cosmic temperature drops to Td, annihilations of monopoles become ineffective and the monopole/ entropy ratio,£, remains constant. (cf., Fig. 1 .) Therefore, the Universe becomes dominated by monopoles at a critical temperature, Te, which is given by
In the monopole-dominated Universe, fluctuations whose including mass is larger than Jeans mass, 
In this work, we assume, for simplicity, that there exist monochromatic fluctuations with mass M 1 whose magnitude is !=8p/p( < 1), and that they grow as (Jpjpcx T-
Then, the growth of fluctuations become nonlinear at the cosmic temperature TNL given by (17) i.e., (Jpjp( T= TNL)= 1. When T= TNL, if the interaction between clumps of monopoles and radiation is sufficiently strong, the energy released by gravitational contraction goes to radiation and the clumps form black holes. On the other hand, if the interaction is weak, they collapse as free monopoles and settle down in monopole stars 6 l after virialization. Since the time-scale of radiation drag is given by (19) (a) The formation and the subsequent burning of monopole stars After the interaction between monopoles and radiation decouples, monopole clumps are virialized instantaneously when they collapse at T= TNL· Namely, the kinetic energy becomes equal to the half absolute value of the potential energy. Then, the temperature, the radius and the number of monopole included are respectively given by and 'Jlo=-----€ . Monopole stars "burn" by pair annihilations due to bremsstrahlung. The energy released by pair annihilation, however, goes out from stars without interaction because the mean free path of particles emitted by pair annihilation is longer than stellar radius. As the result, the radius of monopole stars increases and the temperature decreases with decreasing monopole number in stars as 6 l (21) Therefore, the time that it takes to burn from the initial monopole number in stars 'Jl o to a final number 'Jl f is obtained as
where To and n;n,o denote the initial temperature of stars and the initial monopole number density in stars. Accordingly, the time for monopole stars which are formed at the cosmic temperature T= TNL is described as Comparing this burning time-scale with that of the cosmic expansion, we find that the burning of monopole stars is very ineffective at T= TNL. However, the burning time of the monopole stars, Llt( 'Jl o ____. 'Jl f), becomes comparable with that of the cosmic expansion, runiv, eventually, because the cosmic expansion becomes slow. The cosmic temperature at which the ratio Llt/runiv = 1 is given by (24) For simplicity, let us assume that a half of monopoles burn at the cosmic temperature T = Tburn and the other half remain. Then, the cosmic temperature and the monopole fraction just after the burning are obtained as The ratio of the entropy of the Universe before the burning, S;, to the entropy just after the burning, Sf, is easily calculated as (27) Let us now check up whether the present scenario satisfies the following constraints: (i) cf<10-27 (m/mp)- ; initial baryon number must not be diluted so much, because Ta is not sufficiently high for baryon number to be regenerated after the burning. These constraints are, however, not compatible in the present scenario. The condition from the monopole abundance (i) gives the relation J2112o( :::P t\ ~r <3X 10-Is( 1 fy r 4 ( ~~ r nl4, while the condition from the nucleosynthesis (ii) gives the relation This conflict is explained as follows: If the amplitude of fluctuations is small, it takes a long time for fluctuations to grow into monopole stars. As the result, the cosmic temperature when monopole stars begin to burn is low. It is obvious that if this temperature becomes lower, the degree of entropy production becomes greater from the thermodynamic relation dS = T-1 dQ and the monopole/ entropy ratio is diluted effectively. On the contrary, in order to heat up the Universe until10 MeV, the monopole star burning must start in the early stage.
The relation obtained from condition (iii) more strongly conflicts with the first relation obtained from condition (i). There exists no value of the amplitude f which satisfies the three conditions as shown above.
(b) The /ormation of black holes and the subsequent evaporation While the burning speed of monopole stars becomes slow with the burning (see Eq. (22) ), the evaporation speed of black holes becomes faster and faster with the evaporation. Another important difference is that the latter may generate baryon number. 11 > We might, therefore, place our hope on the evaporation of black holes.
Because the black holes, with mass M1, are formed at the cosmic temperature This result shows the difficulty of explaining the baryon/ entropy ratio by the evapo· ration of black holes created by monopole clumping if we take any natural mass, m< mp, and c=Ep. Note, however, that Eq. (32) suggests that the value of ns/S can be greater than 10-9 if the value of E is greater than 10 3 times of the Preskill limit. Unfortunately, this is not the case because, as we have shown in § 2, the monopole fraction E has become equal to Ep by pair annihilation even if E'2>Ep when they were formed.
In the present scenario of the black hole formation and the subsequent evaporation, the number density of monopoles could be diluted by the entropy production due to black hole evaporation, but the obtained baryon/ entropy ratio conflicts with present observations because of the huge entropy production due to the evaporation. § 
Conclusion and remarks
In the present work, we have reinvestigate 1) the monopole annihilation process taking into account the entropy production due to pair annihilation and 2) the gravitational clumping scenario in detail for arbitrary monopole mass and the arbitrary initial abundance of monopoles. As the result, we showed that no consistent scenario can be constructed for sufficient annihilations of monopoles without the contradiction with observations.
In this work, we made many assumptions for simplicity, for example, an instantaneous burning of a half monopoles in monopole stars at the cosmic temperature nurn (Eq. (24)). It seems, however, that the refinement of these assumptions would not change the present final conclusion, even if the values such as nM/ S and/ or nB/ S are changed by a few order of magnitude.
It should be, however, noticed that consistent scenario may be constructed if very light black holes, such as M < 1kg, are formed in the very early Universe. In the analysis in the preceding section, we have shown that the conflict is removed if the monopole/ entropy ratio when the gravitational clumping starts, E, is greater than the 10 3 times of Preskill limit, 10 3 Ep. This is because the very light black holes, which can make baryon asym· metry by H-boson emission effectively, are formed abundantly. We can, therefore, expect that if very light primordial black holes are formed by small scale perturbation in the radiation-dominated-era, not only the monopole/ entropy ratio is diluted by the entropy production due to the evaporation, but also the baryon asymmetry could be created effectively. The investigation of this problem is in progress.
